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Dear Neighbors,
I hope, by the time this newsletter comes
out, we are in a better situation in terms of
the severe drought that we have experienced
in 2011. There is a lot of concern about
the health of our trees with the lack of water
and watering restrictions over the summer.
Our neighborhood is known for beautiful,
mature trees and the trees add tremendous
value to our properties, not to mention the
benefits to wildlife and our environment.
I have included some information below
taken from the city of Austin’s web site about
watering and pruning trees in case you have
been thinking about this as well.
“Watering: Water is important for
tree establishment and growth, especially
in Austin’s hot climate. Long, infrequent
soakings are much more effective than
frequent, short watering. A helpful
recommendation to apply is 5 gallons of
water each week for every inch of trunk
diameter. Check soil moisture by digging
a few inches into the soil with your fingers.
If soil is dry, it’s time to water. Keep
in mind that sprinkler systems
intended for turf normally do not
supply enough water to meet the
requirements of a tree.
Mulching: Mulching a tree’s
root zone insulates the soil, which
prevents harm from extreme
temperatures. It also slows
moisture evaporation, which
prolongs the amount of time needed
between supplemental watering.
Weed and grass competition is reduced
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as well, and a tree’s root system will absorb
nutrients released from the decomposition
of organic matter in the mulch. Click on
the link below to learn about mulching trees
correctly.
While grassy lawns have their benefits, turf
conflicts with the presence of trees. Aside
from competition for resources, mowers
and weed eaters cause damage to trunks and
surface roots. Mulching can help provide
a buffer in between turf and the tree to
protect from lawn care practices and reduce
competition with tree roots.
Pruning: Pruning rarely improves a
tree’s health; however, landscape trees may
need pruning for safety reasons, insects
and disease, and structure. Pruning a tree
in the proper manner will encourage vigor
and faster wound sealing. Keep in mind
that the benefit of pruning must outweigh
the damage of creating wounds when you
choose to prune a tree. See the links below for

information on proper pruning techniques.
When pruning oaks, keep in mind the
potential for oak wilt infection and be sure
to paint all wounds. COA Planning and
Development Review Department offers
more information about oak wilt and how
to prevent it. [ For information visit http://
www.ci.austin.tx.us/oakwilt/ ]
When pruning, do not “top” trees at any
time. “Topping” is a practice where tree
branches are cut back to stubs, which is
extremely harmful for the tree. Rather than
making the tree less of a risk by reducing
its size, the tree actually becomes more
hazardous because of this practice. Not only
that, but this technique causes damage severe
enough to kill your tree.
Select appropriate limbs to remove that
both satisfy the objective for pruning and
retain the basic shape and balance of the
tree. Do not remove any more than 25% of
the canopy in any one year. Only trained
operators with proper safety equipment
should attempt to use chainsaws. Follow all
safety guidelines suggested by the
manufacturer and wear protective
clothing and equipment.”
For more information visit: http://
www.ci.austin.tx.us/parks/treecare.
htm
Until next time……
Ellen Kelsey,
LONA President
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Every Home Business
Should Have A Business Plan
by Dianne Mullen

Before I sat down and wrote my first business plan, I held a
common misconception about them: they are mostly financials
and since my business didn't need to borrow money, I didn't need
a business plan. After writing one business plan my views changed
completely. I realize now that the benefits of a business plan extend
beyond the scope of making financial projections.
Once I thought of a business plan as a road map for success, my
views started to change. A typical business plan contains several
sections in which you describe the company and its services, the
marketing strategies, the competition, the organizational structure,
and yes, the financial projections. In each section, you do a critical
analysis then describe how your business will face those issues.
The process of writing the plan has benefits in and of itself.
Thinking, dreaming, wishing, and hoping are great ways to develop
the vision for your business. In fact, this can be the most fun part
about starting a business – when you still see it as a great opportunity
for yourself. But can you really make this business work or is it just
a pipe dream? What are the concrete steps you need to take to make
it work? These ideas begin to crystallize as you begin putting your
thoughts into sentences and recording them on paper and/or digitally.
The business plan records the initial vision for the company. You
are the visionary for the business. You are the one who sees the
potential and the opportunities for success. Others can help you
develop your strategies, but no one else can set those goals for you.
This is one reason why it's important for you to take an active role
in the development of your business plan.
Business plans that aren't submitted for funding are still useful to
your business development. It becomes one of many reference tools
you use to build and sustain your business. (I have a printed copy
of mine in a loose-leaf binder and refer to it quite often.) Use it as a
reference when you're making your website or preparing marketing
materials. Share it with your family to help them understand what
you're doing and why. Read it when business is in a slump or you're
feeling discouraged to help you get back on track.
Although a business plan won't guarantee success, it can certainly
improve your chances. Use it as a tool to solidify your ideas, develop
your strategies, and create an action plan that will set your business
on the right path.

Go Green
Go Paperless

Sign up to receive the Laural Oaks Neighborhood
Association newsletter in your inbox.
Visit PEELinc.com for details.
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Fall is in the air and it is once again time for Westwood High
School’s Thursday Night Lights! Bring the whole family to the
Westwood Cafeteria on Thursday, November 17 from 6:00 to 8:30
p.m. and enjoy a great dinner from Chisolm Trail Barbeque. Come
be entertained with music, the Westwood Cheerleaders, Sundancers
and Drumline.
Shop for the holidays at vendor booths, bid on baskets, silent
auction and live auction items including a signed UT helmet by Earl
Campbell and two tickets to the Nutcracker Ballet. This fabulous
event will benefit the Junior/Senior Prom 2012. Attendance is free
with barbeque dinner plates available for $10 each. Vegetarian plates
will also be available, as well as to go boxed dinners.
Dinner tickets are available from Junior class representatives, at
Westwood football games, at lunchtime by the Westwood front
office on Tuesday and Fridays and at the door. For more information
contact ClassOfWHS2013@gmail.com.
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and many others..

Avery Ranch
Barton Creek
Bee Cave
Bella Vista
Belterra
Canyon Creek
Cedar Park Town Center
Chandler Creek
Cherry Creek on Brodie Lane
Circle C Ranch
Courtyard
Crystal Falls
Davenport Ranch
Forest Creek
Hidden Glen
Highland Park West Balcones
Highpointe
Hunter’s Chase
Jester Estates
Lakeline Ranch
Lakeway
Lakewood
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Legend Oaks II
Long Canyon
Lost Creek
Mayfield Ranch
Meadows of Bushy Creek
Pemberton Heights
Plum Creek
Ranch at Brushy Creek
River Place
Round Rock Ranch
Sendera
Shady Hollow
Sonoma
Steiner Ranch
Stone Canyon
Teravista
Travis Country West
Twin Creeks
Villages of Westen Oaks
Vista Ridge
Westside at Buttercup Creek
Wood Glen

foR adveRtising infoRmation
Call Today 512-263-9181
www.PEELinc.com
advertising@PEELinc.com
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Austin Kindergarten Student Picked National Poster Child!
By Connie Ripley

Five year old Max Whitney, kindergarten student at Rutledge
Elementary, is named the 2012 National Poster Child for Autism
Speaks. Max’s picture was chosen from hundreds of entries by a New
York advertising firm hired by Autism Speaks.
The announcement comes just as the Greater Austin Walk broke
all goals and records for the local walk on the 24th with about 4,000
participants. The local Walk has thus far raised over $140,000 in
support of Autism Speaks’ work, both locally and nationally, to
increase awareness about the growing autism health crisis and fund
innovative autism research and family services.
More children will be diagnosed with autism this year than with
AIDS, diabetes and cancer combined, yet only 0.5% of the budget of
the National Institute of Health goes to autism research. The research
falls to private funding—like Autism Speaks, North America’s largest
autism science and advocacy organization.
Children with autism are normally fixated on one or two things.
Max loves car washes and tornados (after watching The Wizard of
Oz). He has his own “Favorites” on the computer where he goes
and “studies” car washes and tornados for as long as his parents will
allow. (A timer is always set.)
Many children with autism have food allergies and extreme food
preferences. Max has both. He is allergic to milk products and eggs.
He is on a casein-free, egg-free diet with a big accent on organics.
He will only eat foods that are tan. He loves chicken nuggets and
breads that are egg and casein-free with an occasional bite of broccoli
or avocado. Peanut butter, applesauce and banana are also high on
his list. (His mother, Traci Whitney, purees carrots and spreads them
under the peanut butter. She also purees tofu and white beans with
casein-free butter to pour over pasta.)
Recent research has shown that the bodies of many children
with autism are not able to rid their body of toxins and metabolize
some of the vitamins and minerals they consume. Max has shown
improvement with Glutathione, Methyl B12 and Folinate cream
rubs and DMG orally, plus a super multi-vitamin.
Max is totally integrated into a normal kindergarten classroom with
the help of an aide provided by the school district, Andrea Sour. His
favorite time at school is “eating”. He eats almost the same thing
every day. His least favorite is writing in his journal. He has great
difficulty with fine motor skills and holding a pencil.

Advertise
Your Business Here
888-687-6444
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Introducing
SetonER.com
LOG ON.

SHOW UP.

11113 Research Boulevard

Austin, TX 78759

BE SEEN.TM

(512) 324-6000

A $4.99 registration fee will apply. If you are not seen within 15 minutes of your designated time, or if you are not
completely satisfied with your online registration experience, InQuicker, LLC will refund your online registration fee.
If you are experiencing a life-threatening emergency, go directly to the ER or dial 9-1-1.
For more information, please visit SetonER.com.

Powered by
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Nature Watch - The Fungus Among Us
by Jim and Lynne Weber
Frequently upstaged by the brightly colored
With a somewhat less flamboyant name but a more
Puffball
autumn leaves and hidden among the leaf litter on
elaborate display, earthstars get their common name
the forest floor are several types of interesting fungi.
from their thicker outer membrane, which when fully
Separated from the plant kingdom because they do
developed splits into rays that curve backward to form
not contain chlorophyll, fungi also do not make their
a distinctly star-like structure.
own food through photosynthesis but obtain it by
Earthballs (Astraeus hygrometricus) are often found
breaking down other organic matter and sometimes
wholly or partly underground, and have a fruiting
other plants. Mycology, from the Greek meaning
body that simulates a ball with a thick, rind-like skin.
Earthstar
‘fungus’, is the branch of biology dedicated to the
Their spores are produced in the center of the ball, but
study of these organisms, and is most often associated
unlike earthstars, they are extruded not via a pore at
with mushrooms.
the top but when the entire inner spore sac splits open.
While mushrooms are the most common form of
Often called a ‘false earthstar’ the outer rind of this
fungi, some of the more interesting forms that occur
fungus splits into seven to fifteen pointed rays that
in the fall after sufficient rains include puffballs,
open when it rains or when humidity is high, and close
Earthball
earthstars, earthballs, and bird’s nests. These forms
again during drier periods. This repeated action relates
are grouped based on the shape of their fruiting
to its species name, as if it were nature’s hygrometer,
body, or structure that produces the spores needed
measuring the changes in humidity.
for reproduction.
Birds’ nests fungi (Cyathus stercoreus) have fruiting
Puffballs (Lycoperdon pyriforme and perlatum)
bodies that resemble clusters of very small cup-shaped
and earthstars (Geastrum saccatum) are characterized
structures filled with tiny eggs. Stercoreus literally
by fruiting bodies that look like a small ball, unlike
means ‘growing on dung’, and that is where you are
Bird’s Nest
a mushroom have no stalk, and are normally found
most likely to find this fungi. Also commonly found
growing on wood or directly on the ground. They
on woody mulch, each cup is only large enough to
can range in size from small marbles to baseballs,
hold a drop of water, and the egg-like structures which
with the spores produced inside. Once mature, the
contain the spores, are delicately attached to the cup
spongy inside darkens and dries to a fine powder, and
by a finely coiled thread. When splashed out of the
the spores are emitted out of a hole on top of the ball.
cup by raindrops, this thread-like structure uncoils,
Often found around the drip line of trees, this
catches on to a chip of wood, blade of grass, or other
strategic placement serves the dual purpose of providing sufficient organic matter, and the ‘egg’ splits open to release the spores inside.
moisture until they are grown as well as sufficient force from the
The next time you take a walk in the woods to admire the colors
water droplets to act as a dispersal agent for the spores. When one and changes that define the fall, don’t forget to look down at your
translates the genus from Greek to English, ‘lyco’ meaning wolf and feet, where you can discover the smaller mysteries of the forest, and
‘perdon’ meaning to break wind, it isn’t hard to guess that a common appreciate its beauty from the ground up!
name for a puffball is wolf-fart!
Send your nature-related questions to
naturewatch@austin.rr.com and we’ll do our best to answer
them.

Visit us at our
Jollyville Rd
location

Tel: 512-732-2774

GREATER AUSTIN ALLERGY
ASTHMA & IMMUNOLOGY

Dr. Henry J. Legere
Dr. Eric D. Schultz

Www.AustinAllergist.com
5656 Bee Cave Rd, Ste G201, Austin 78746
6618 Sitio Del Rio Blvd, Ste D101, 4 Points 78730
425 University Blvd, Ste 325, Round Rock 78665
11770 Jollyville Rd, Austin 78759
7900 FM 1826, Bldg 1 Ste 260, Oakhill 78733
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Dr. Ronald L. Cox
Dr. Seth Hollander

Specializing in pediatric and adult
allergy testing and treatment as well as
asthma, immunological disorders, and
skin conditions
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LONA DONATION FORM

❐ YES! I would like to make a donation to help LONA raise funds.
Name: ______________________________
Date: _______________________________
Phone Number: _______________________
Email: ______________________________
Amount Given: $ ______________

Web
General contributions are used for LONA web
site hosting
maintenance,
event
expenditures,
and
and domain costs, event expenditures
general
administrative
costs
&
general
administrative
costs.
Please make checks payable to:
Laurel Oaks Neighborhood Association
P.O. Box 201454
Austin, Texas 78720-1454

❐ YES! I am interested in volunteering with the following committees:
❐ Entrance Landscaping

❐ Park/Garden Club
❐ Egg Hunt

At no time will any source be allowed to use the Laurel Oaks NA Newsletter's
contents, or loan said contents, to others in anyway, shape or form, nor in any
media, website, print, film, e-mail, electrostatic copy, fax, or etc. for the purpose
of solicitation, commercial use, or any use for profit, political campaigns, or
other self amplification, under penalty of law without written or expressed
permission from Peel, Inc. The information in the Laurel Oaks NA Newsletter
is exclusively for the private use of the LONA NA and Peel, Inc.
DISCLAIMER: Articles and ads in this newsletter express the opinions
of their authors and do not necessarily reflect the opinions of Peel, Inc.
or its employees. Peel, Inc. is not responsible for the accuracy of any facts
stated in articles submitted by others. The publisher also assumes no
responsibility for the advertising content with this publication. All warranties
and representations made in the advertising content are solely that of the
advertiser and any such claims regarding its content should be taken up
with the advertiser.
* The publisher assumes no liability with regard to its advertisers for misprints
or failure to place advertising in this publication except for the actual cost
of such advertising.
* Although every effort is taken to avoid mistakes and/or misprints, the
publisher assumes no responsibility for any errors of information or
typographical mistakes, except as limited to the cost of advertising as stated
above or in the case of misinformation, a printed retraction/correction.
* Under no circumstances shall the publisher be held liable for incidental or
consequential damages, inconvenience, loss of business or services, or any
other liabilities from failure to publish, or from failure to publish in a timely
manner, except as limited to liabilities stated above.

Do You Have Reason
to Celebrate?

We want to hear from you! Email editor@laurel-oaks.org
to let the community know!
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❐ Newsletter

❐ Fundraising

DID YOU SAY

FREE?

YES! YOUR NEWSLETTER IS PROVIDED
100% FREE OF CHARGE TO YOUR HOA
and is made possible by the
advertisers within. Please frequent
their businesses and let them
know where you saw their
advertisement. While there,
be sure to say “Thanks!”
www.PEELinc.com

PEEL,
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